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Use snagged in a sentence snagged sentence examples The definition of a snag is something sharp that sticks out or a
loop of thread that pokes out of a knitted garment. An example of a snag is a sharp piece of wood What does snag
mean? snag Definition. Meaning of snag Snag Define Snag at Urban Dictionary: snagged Sep 15, 2006 Among
Native Americans, a common term for hooking up. Snag definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary a. A
dead or partly dead tree that is still standing. b. A tree or a part of a tree that is sunken in or protrudes above a body of
water and is a danger to navigation. c. snag verb Meaning in the Cambridge Learners Dictionary Synonyms for
snagged at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Snag - Definition
for English-Language Learners from Merriam Snagging definition, a tree or part of a tree held fast in the bottom of
a river, lake, etc., and forming an impediment or danger to navigation. See more. Snagged Define Snagged at a
difficulty or disadvantage: the snag is that I have nothing suitable to wear. 2. a sharp protuberance, such as a tree stump.
3. a small loop or hole in a fabric caused by a sharp object. none How to use snagged in a sentence. Example sentences
with the word snagged. snagged example sentences. Snagged definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary
snag verb meaning, definition, what is snag verb: If you snag something, it becomes stuck on a sharp object and tears: .
Learn more. snagged - Wiktionary The Australian National Dictionary Centre suggests that snag as slang for sausage
most likely derives from the earlier British slang for light meal, although it Urban Dictionary: snagging snag
/sn?g/USA pronunciation n., v., snagged, snagging. n. [countable]. something that is sharp and sticks out. a hole, tear, or
run in a fabric, caused by Snagged dictionary definition snagged defined - YourDictionary Oct 1, 2016 Have you
ever caught your clothes on a sharp object or edge that created a snag in your fabric? Its the worst. We have all had this
happen to snag - Dictionary of English Snag definition: A snag is a small problem or disadvantage. Meaning,
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pronunciation, translations and examples. English[edit]. Verb[edit]. snagged. simple past tense and past participle of
snag. Adjective[edit]. snagged (comparative more snagged, superlative most snagged). snag - Dictionary Definition :
Synonyms for snagged at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. snag
definition English dictionary for learners Reverso snag meaning, definition, English dictionary, synonym, see also
sang,sag,snap,snog, Reverso dictionary, English simple definition, English vocabulary. Snag - definition of snag by
The Free Dictionary Define snag: an unexpected problem or difficulty snag in a sentence. Snagging Define Snagging
at get caught, to get an item caught on something 2. Past tence of the word snag, to steal or grab something. Snag
dictionary definition snag defined - YourDictionary Synonyms for snag at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. snag - Wiktionary snag definition, meaning, what is snag: a problem,
difficulty, or disadvantage: . Learn more. Snag Definition of Snag by Merriam-Webster Verb. simple past tense and
past participle of snag. Adjective. (comparative more snagged, superlative most snagged). Full of snags snaggy. English
Wiktionary Snagged Synonyms, Snagged Antonyms Snagged definition: > snag Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples. Snag Synonyms, Snag Antonyms Snagging, also known as snag fishing, snatching, snatch
fishing, jagging (Australia), or foul hooking, is a method of fishing that entails catching a fish using Urban Dictionary:
Snag Synonyms for snagged at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.
snag Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary Definition of snag written for English Language Learners from
the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and Dont Panic! Heres How to
Fix a Snagged Thread - Martha Stewart Sensitive New Age Guy (S.N.A.G). Similar to the Metrosexual, but more
timid and sensitive. Dense clusters of Snags can be found at womans issues rallies.
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